Sacramento Valley
Crime Stoppers
Reward Program

2020 Crime Stoppers Suspect Information

WEEK OF: 10-06-2020
SUMMITING DATE: 10-06-2020
WANTED PERSON: Unknown Crime Stoppers 20-028 SPD 20-293981

WANTED FOR: Armed Robbery

SUMMARY: The Sacramento Police Department is currently seeking the public’s help to identify the person responsible for this crime.

On October 3, 2020, at approximately 8:57 PM, the suspect entered Quick Shop Market on Franklin Boulevard. The suspect retrieved a bottle of Coca Cola from the refrigerated section, approached the front counter and set the bottle of Coca Cola down on the front counter. The suspect then produced a small, black semi automatic hand gun from his front right pocket, pointed it at the employee and demanded money. The employee gave cash from the cash register to the suspect. The suspect fled the scene eastbound through the parking lot and then northbound along Franklin Blvd. on foot and out of camera view.

The suspect is described as a Black male adult in his late 20s to early 30s, 6’ tall, with a large build. He wore a red/black flat-brim baseball hat, multi-colored face mask, black tank top, black baggy cargo shorts, and black shoes with red shoe laces. The black semi-automatic handgun had a red laser attachment.

Tips leading to an arrest are eligible for a CASH REWARD UP TO $1,000 and tipsters remain anonymous. Tips are paid in cash and you are never asked for identification.

Contact Sacramento Valley Crime Stoppers at (916) 443-HELP (4357) or 1-800-AA-CRIME. Use the “P3 TIPS” smartphone app, or on the Internet at www.sacvalleycrimestoppers.com